
PROTECTING AND NURTURING THIS GENERATION

Learn and Teach Context: 

The Key to Learning and Teaching Connected Gospel 
Doctrines, Principles & Practices



BELIEF AND FAITH:
PATHWAYS TO THE TELESTIAL, TERRESTRIAL AND 

CELESTIAL KINGDOMS OF GLORY

What is Belief? What is Faith?

Three Types of Confirmation:

• Self and Others: Personal Beliefs and Experiences.  (Alma 32:28)

• Spirit of Christ: Beliefs Affirmed by the Spirit Given to Everyone who Comes into the 
World—it is Generic Faith. (John 1:9; D&C 84:46–47)

• Holy Ghost: Beliefs and Actions Affirmed Through Engaging the Power of 
Priesthood Ordinances—it is Priesthood Ordinance Faith. (D&C 84:19-22)



WHAT IS BELIEF? WHAT IS FAITH?
CONSIDER THESE SCRIPTURES

“Faith is the assurance [from God] of things hoped for, the evidence of things not seen.   (JST Hebrews 
11:1)

“Now as I said concerning faith—faith is not to have a perfect knowledge of things; therefore if ye have 
faith ye hope for things which are not seen, which are true.” (Alma 32:21)

“For therein [the Gospel of Christ] is the righteousness of God revealed from faith to faith: as it is 
written, ‘The just shall live by faith.’ ” (Romans 1:17)

“Where is boasting then? It is excluded. By what law? Of works? Nay: but by the law of faith. Therefore 
we conclude that a man is justified by faith without the deeds of the law [of Moses which is 
preparatory to the Law of Faith.]” (Romans 3:27)

“For by the water ye keep the commandment; by the Spirit ye are justified, and by the blood ye are 
sanctified.” (Moses 6:60)



PATHWAY TO EXALTATION

Faith is a Law.

Faith comes from God.

Faith is the power by which we become justified before God.

Faith leads us to the saving ordinances of the Gospel of Christ.

Priesthood ordinances hold the power to exaltation.



DISTINGUISHING BETWEEN BELIEF AND FAITH

The Key is Confirmation:

• Self and Others: Personal Beliefs, and Experiences based on Belief Alone, can be 
False or True. Faith is a Gift of God because of His affirmation of Our Beliefs that are 
True.  (Alma 32:28; Romans 1:17, 3:27)

• Spirit of Christ: Generic Faith: Beliefs Affirmed by the Spirit of Christ is Available to 
Everyone who Comes into the World. (John 1:9; D&C 84:46–47)

• Holy Ghost: Beliefs and Actions Affirmed Through Engaging the Power of 
Priesthood Ordinances—it is Faith based on Priesthood Ordinances. (D&C 84:19-22)

This is why Temple Ordinances are so central.



GENERIC FAITH IS THE FOUNDATION 
OF TRUE MORAL AND CIVIL ORDER

Establishes and Preserves Freedom, Liberty, and Civil Institutions based on revealed 
principles such as those in the Ten Commandments.

Satan and those under his power seek to confuse and deceive these blessings by 
offering counterfeits that are false and wrong by promoting them as true and right.

Faith in Jesus Christ leads to knowledge, knowledge leads to understanding, 
understanding leads to intelligence. (David A. Bednar, Increase in Learning p. 75) 



INCLINE AND DECLINE OF HUMAN SOCIETY
ROMANS 1:16-32; D&C 4:6; II PETER 1:5-7; HC VOL. 5, PP. I34-135
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UNDERSTANDING OURSELVES 
AS HEAVENLY FATHER UNDERSTANDS US

Our Scriptures Refer to Us In Terms of 
Our:

• Heart

• Mind

• Might

• Strength

[These terms occur more than 3,300 
times in the Standard Works]

Humans are Children of God composed of 
a spirit body and a physical body.

Modern Psychology and Biology Refer to 
Us in Terms of:

• Behavioral Responses

• Cognitive/Genetic Patterns

• Humanistic Theories

Humans are physical organisms who 
think, and have evolving needs and 
appetites that respond to their internal 
and external physical environments.



PERSONAL CHARACTER IS MANIFEST AS 
HEART, MIND, MIGHT, AND STRENGTH

Predictability

• Deity is the same yesterday, today, and forever. (Moroni 10:7,19)

• Unchanging in character is the referent; it means God is unchanging in relationship 
to truth, honor and righteousness.

• Predictability is a factor of Character—either pro or con.



CONSIDER OUR HYMN BOOK

“Some of the greatest sermons are preached by the singing of hymns. Hymns move us to 
repentance and good works, build testimony and faith, comfort the weary, console the 
mourning, and inspire us to endure to the end. . . . Hymns can lift our spirits, give us 
courage, and move us to righteous action. They can fill our souls with heavenly thoughts 
and bring us a spirit of peace. Hymns also help us withstand the temptations of the 
adversary” (First Presidency Preface to Our Hymn Book)

The lyrics of our hymns also teach us correct doctrine; they help us understand how to see 
others in terms of heart, mind, might and strength. They explain how to develop uplifting 
relationships and fortify our personal character, lead to unity, service, and useful sacrifice. 
They are a source of personal comfort and a gateway to receiving personal revelation for 
ourselves and for our families. The Hymns offer both young and old useful contexts to 
think with when we think about our personal life and the lives of our loved ones. And they 
offer numerous impressions that lead to connecting the principles, ordinances, and 
blessings of the Gospel of Jesus Christ. They help us prepare for challenges of the day and 
the millennial opportunities that lie ahead.


